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Welcome!  
 
Congratulations on your exciting decision to register for a Mastermind          
Seminar event. You probably have heard that you’ve never experienced          
anything like a Mastermind Seminar event and we’re excited to share with            
you that . . . you’ve only heard the tip of the iceberg.  
 
It is truly a professional and personal life changing event, one that will             
literally change the way your brain sees opportunities and then thinks           
through things.  
 
We guarantee that you’ll walk away with your mind swimming with so many             
new and exciting ideas, insights and connections to amazing new people,           
your life will never be the same again!  
 
Have you ever attended a really good event where you were motivated,            
inspired and excited . . . but then did not follow through well? Probably              
most if not all the events we’ve attended, have kind of been like that. The               
Mastermind Seminar event is part of Action Workshops which is an entirely            
different concept where most of the event is actually connected into being            
very clear as to what actions we need to take and then taking those              
actions.  
 
This pre-event packet is designed to assist you to come properly prepared            
in order to gain the very most from the event.  
 
Enjoy . . . AND . . . share this with your friends. They will be most thankful                  
to you for sharing an event which will change their lives forever as well. 
 
Sincerely,  
Your Mastermind Seminar, servicing team  
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Let’s Make Things Easy & Simple . . .  :-)  
 

Let’s start out with something very easy. Let’s talk about . . . SEE ~ THINK                
and DO. For SEE . . . we need to know Wii-FM, “What’s in it for me?” Why                  
are you attending the Mastermind Seminar event? What do you want to            
accomplish as a result of attending? 
 

SEE . . .  

“I would like to _____________________________ by      
__/__/__ as a  directly result of attending the event .”         
This is my  Wii-FM  . . . “What’s In It For Me.”  
 

THINK . . . “What  specific actions do I         

need to take to get what I want to get . . . my  Wii-FM ?” 
 

1. WHO do I need to talk with / partner with / invite to             
attend with me?  Many hands make light work! 

2. WHAT  do I need to say to those I invite? 
3. WHEN  do I need to take action? 
4. WHERE  do I meet with people to share my vision / my story? 
5. HOW  do I get everything done that needs to be done? 

 

DO . . . “I need a specific detailed plan. I need            

a team to help me DO, to take action and DO the things I              
need to  DO to get what I  WANT .” The larger our  Wii-FM ,            
the more work we need to DO and the more important the            
5 people who attend with us. It’s easy to make excuses ...            
we all have them.  If we don’t achieve our  Wii-FM , it’s on us.  
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Event Agenda 
 

Let’s get started with a BIG Picture for the Mastermind Seminar event.            
Light lunch or box lunch will be provided for a working lunch to work              
together to put into action what has been learned. All other meals will be              
covered by participants.  
 

Thursday ~   6:00 pm  ~ Dinner with Speakers  
 

Friday ~   7:00 am  ~ Coffee Connection 
~   9:00 am  ~ Event Setup & Networking 
~ 10:30 am  ~ Event Kickoff & Intro Video 
~ 10:40 am  ~ Segment 1: Speed Networking / Mastermind 
~ 11:00 am   ~ Segment 2: WINS & Biggest Challenges 
~ 11:10 am   ~ Segment 3: DNA  for  PEOPLE ~  Personality Masteries 

~ 11:20 am   ~ Segment 4: DNA  for  BUSINESS ~  The 5/30 Grid 
~ 11:30 am   ~ Segment 5: DNA  for  LIFE ~  Natural Laws 
~ 11:40 am   ~ Segment 6: Q&A 
~ 11:50 am   ~ Segment 7: Great Things Next Month 

 
~ 12:00 pm  ~ Lunch & Discussion Groups 
~   1:00 pm  ~ Discussion Groups ~  With Speakers & Thought Leaders 

~   6:00 pm  ~ Dinner with Speakers & New Found Friends 
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Bonus Sessions Agenda 
 

In many ways, the bonus sessions are the most important aspect for the             
entire event. Why? It’s when we connect with others who attended the            
event and talk about all areas of our lives or zero in on a couple of areas                 
which could use specific attention. 
 

Saturday  
~   7:00 am  ~ Coffee Connection 

Lock in your top graded best thoughts and action steps to ensure            
post event follow through on the key actions to achieve your           
goals and solidify any profitable partnerships you establish at the          
event. 

 

~   9:00 am  ~ Bonus Sessions 
Go DEEP and set yourself up for massive action!! Everyone who           
attends Mastermind Seminars shares how they didn't realize        
how much there was to apply and how they wished they had            
more time to lock it all in!! 
 

❏ What is your life vision? 
❏ How do you live that vision each and every day? 
❏ How are your personal relationships and what actions can be          

taken, from what has been learned to create a Relationship          
For Life with those closest to us? 

❏ Was there a specific speaker / participant and/or group of          
people you wanted to connect with and go deeper on a topic,            
challenge / problem, interest, or project?  

❏ Do you need input on children, friends, or relationships? 
❏ DNA  for PEOPLE . . . How do we best apply what was learned              

as it relates to every area of our life. 
❏ DNA  for BUSINESS . . . What thoughts / actions are needed            

to be taken for Leadership ~ Area 1: Marketing ~ Area 2:            
Pre-Sales ~ Area 3: The Sale ~ Area 4: Servicing ~ Area 5:             
Client For Life and Profitable Partnerships. 

❏ DNA  for LIFE . . . What Natural Laws do we need to be very               
intentional in applying to be able to achieve our Life Vision? 

 

~ 12:00 pm  ~ Bonus Sessions End 
The formal sessions will end . . . the real work begins. 
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Very good, let’s dig into the details more!  
 

If it seems like we’re covering a lot of information in a short period of time  
. . . well . . . we are. :-) No worries . . . as we have an amazing system in                      
place to assist you to break down the pieces into small steps which will              
help you to implement The  NEXT  Step quickly.  
 

Before you know it you’ll be “Eliminating your CHALLENGES . . . and             
Multiplying your WINS!” 
 
Before we get started, let’s cover a couple of very important pieces. What             
is our purpose as members of Mastermind Seminars? 
 
Our Purpose 
Assist each participant to develop their own BOS ~ Business          
Operating system . . . empowering them, through systems and          
strategic partnerships . . . to earn more, work less, have less            
stress and improve our life balance. 
 
How We Achieve Our Purpose . . . 
We meet weekly in person for coffee and some of us meet over             
the phone and are intentional in building our individual BOS ~           
business operating systems through the 3 DNA’s . . .  

 

DNA  for  PEOPLE ~ DNA  for  BUSINESS ~ DNA  for  LIFE 
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What’s the difference between “networking” and a “mastermind group?” 

 
Networking vs. Mastermind Groups 
 

Mastermind Seminars help us and those around us to develop mastermind           
groups. What’s a mastermind group? 
 
In a networking group, I give you a fish, and you give me a fish… and we                 
both walk away happy… but our lives… our businesses really haven’t           
changed. Most likely we still own a job rather than owning a company. 
 
Coffee Connection mastermind groups are very different than anything we          
have ever experienced in the past. It’s all about helping business owners /             
leaders to develop very powerful and profitable systems which help our           
businesses to run without us… to help us all live our life vision… each and               
every day.   www.MyCoffeeConnections.org 
 
The most important system, we need to work on, to fine tune, to master              
is… “ The System Within Me. ” It’s learning how to THINK          
DIFFERENTLY… AND… HOW TO DO SO QUICKLY! 
 
To THINK DIFFERENTLY ~ QUICKLY, we need to learn… LEVERAGE…          
“ The Magical Arts of POSITIVE Motivation and Manipulation. ” When we          
learn to LEVERAGE ourselves and others around us in a POSITIVE way…            
we fulfill our life vision… and the life vision of those around us as well. 

 
“I don’t know about you . . . but I had to read the above a couple                 

of times to really let it sink in as to the power of a mastermind               

group vs. a networking group. If we approach Mastermind         

Seminar just as a networking group, we will get far less out of it              

than if we approach it, for what it was designed to do . . . be a                 

mastermind group. Maybe read it a couple of times and maybe           

talk to a handful of others and get their thoughts on this?” 
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Now that we have an understanding of the purpose, let’s set the foundation             
for us to achieve precisely what we want from the event. Follow these 5              
simple steps and you will have the most amazing foundation in place to             
achieve precisely what you want to accomplish from attending the event. 
 
 
Step 1: To listen to a short video or two. 

 
What videos are best to watch? Talk to your HOST, your two            
buddies and/or the individual who invited you to participate and          
get their input as to what videos they think would be best for you              
to watch. 

 
Obviously the 1 minute MVP video for your city would be a great starting              
place and then share that video with everyone you know. 
   >  www.mastermind-seminars.org/live-events 
   >  www.themvpnetwork.org/examples/mms 
 
Here are some other great short videos: 
   >  www.dnaforsuccess.com/video-trailer-library 
   >  www.dnaforsuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
   >  www.mycoffeeconnection.org/step2 
   >  www.dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success 
 
The 1 minute MVP library as some amazing 1 minute videos: 
   >  www.themvpnetwork.org/examples 
 
NOTE: If you are part of the CORE group / would like to be :-), you                
will also have a short, roughly 10 minute video to watch of your role.  
 
Learning to use short videos to move people from where they are at             
to where they would like to be / where they need to be to achieve               
their full potential will change our lives and the lives of people around             
us. 
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For  Step 2: Your Wii-FM ,  “What’s      
In It for Me.” It’s the concept of        
selfless selfishness where when    
we attend the event, we need to       
first and foremost be very clear as       
to what we WANT to accomplish.      
When everyone who attends is     
very clear as to what they want to        
accomplish, we can find others     
who will help us as we help them        
and together we’ll accomplish far     
more . . . than we ever could on our          
own.  :-) 
 
  > White Paper:   www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/wii-fm 
 
Our Wii-FM should be  measurable  AND with a  due date . 
 
I would like to _________________________ and will do        
that by ___/___/____ ___:___ as a direct result of         
attending the Mastermind Seminar event.  
 
Thoughts / Questions . . .   
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Step 3: NEXT Steps . . .  is where         
it may get a little tricky for many        
individuals.  
 
See . . . we need to figure out         
what specific actions we need     
to take,  when we need to take       
those actions,  how to do each      
action, etc. Most people, it     
seems are not very clear on the       
specific actions we need to take      
and if we aren’t clear on the       
actions to take, we probably won’t      
take the right ones . . . which will         
lead us to not achieving our      
Wii-FM.  
 
Work with others you are     
attending with to come up with      
the best actions you will take to       
achieve your Wii-FM . . . AND . . .          
helping others to do the same. 
 
What Are Next Steps? 
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Step 4: Register . . .  for event.  
 

If you have not registered for the event, please         
do so right now. As soon as you register you’ll          
be assigned two buddies, if you haven’t already        
been assigned them. They will help you to        
connect with other people, not only local to you         
but around the country / around the world.  
 
Buddy #1 _________________________ 
 
Buddy #2 _________________________ 
 
www.mastermind-seminars.org/live-events 
 
Go into the event you are planning to attend and register for that location. 
 
 
Step 5: Register 5 Other People . . .  for event.  
 

This is one of the most important pieces to         
assisting you achieve your own Wii-FM. See . . . if           
we help the right people achieve what they want         
to achieve in life, then they will help us us. As the            
tide rises . . . all the ships rise together. Ask 5            
people their biggest challenge (BC) and then       
connect with your buddies / others to determine of         
the 5 people you were thinking of would be helped          
by attending the event.  
 
1. ________________________  
 
2. ________________________    4. ________________________ 
 
3. ________________________    5. ________________________ 
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We know that we’ve gone over a lot of information in the above pages.              
How are you doing? Are you tracking everything? Are you starting to gain             
a vision as to how the Mastermind Seminar event feeds into weekly Coffee             
Connection groups, where amazing people come together each and every          
week to mastermind together on building a BOS ~ Business Operating           
System for each member of the mastermind group?  
 
Each page of the workbook brings us a little closer to having the engine in               
our business / lives / organizations which will assist us to earn the money              
we desire, work the hours we want to work and live our life vision each and                
every day.  
 
Have you discovered in life . . . that the more you know . . . the more you                   
know you don’t know? :-) This is a journey . . . and we are very excited to                  
travel the journey together! 
 
Questions . . . Thoughts . . . Concerns . . . Insights? 
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“The Action Card” is a very powerful tool to help you connect with a lot of                
people, do so quickly AND go deep with them. It will help you sell anything               
because of the value you will bring to people. 
 

Examination - Step 1  ~ One of the        
biggest challenges people have is . . .        
“Where to start.” The Action Card will       
help us to know enough about you to        
know how to best help you. It is ideal         
if you complete this prior to attending       
the amazing / life changing event.      
Completed: __/__/__ 
 

www.TheActionCard.org/action-card 
 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/7-steps-to-success/step-1 
 

If you’re the type of person who likes to “go deep”           
quickly, to move faster than the average then feel free          
to do the “Advanced Action Card” online questions. It         
will take a few more minutes than the standard Action          
Card, but with the additional information, we will be able          
to help you to move faster and do so with greater clarity.  
 

~ Advanced Action Card Questions ~  
 
Strategy Session - Step 2  ~ Once you complete         
The Action Card, there is now enough       
information to complete what is called a 30        
minute Strategy Session from a certified      
consultant within Legacy Partners.  
 

Schedule to complete this before the event as it         
will help you become more focused / aware of         
what type of solution you are seeking to solve         
your biggest challenges / problems.     
Completed: __/__/__ 
 

www.dnaforsuccess.com/7-steps-to-success/step-2 
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Solution - Step 3  ~ Once you complete The 30          
minute Strategy Session, you are now in a position         
to determine what your best, NEXT Step, or best         
solution is.  __/__/__ 
 
The Mastermind Seminar event helps you to gain a         
better understanding of the science behind building       
a BOS ~ Business Operating System.  
www.dnaforsuccess.com/7-steps-to-success/step-3 
 
 

When you have a BOS ~ Business       
Operating System, you’ll earn more     
money, work less hours, have less      
stress and gain greater life balance. 
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We encourage businesses to reach out to the        
community and those in the community to reach        
out to businesses to form Profitable Community /        
Business Partnerships. What other business or      
community leaders / organizations do you know,       
who face significant challenges and could attend       
as your guests?  
 
 
 
 

___________________________      ___________________________ 
 

___________________________      ___________________________ 
 

___________________________      ___________________________ 
 

___________________________      ___________________________ 
 

___________________________      ___________________________ 
 
 
Did you know . . . the average person on the street knows 250 people,               
whereas the average business owner and community leader knows over          
5,500 people? Mastermind Seminars will help us all work together to bring            
massive value to our own community and to communities around the world. 
 
Write Down A Challenge or Problem I Have . . . 
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Mastermind Seminars will assist each attendee /       
member to develop and work systems which will        
help us solve any challenge / problem we may         
have.  “How?” . . . you may ask.  
 
When Albert Einstein shared . . . “You can never          
solve a problem on the level which it was created.”          
. . . what does that mean?  
 
As we’ll learn in Mastermind Seminars, when we        
take personal ownership of any challenge / problem        
that we have, we can solve any problem we have by learning to “Think              
Differently” and helping those around us to do the same.  
 
This is where the 4 fold, as we call         
it, comes in. The 4 fold is packed        
with decades of knowledge and     
wisdom which will assist us in      
learning how to Think Differently     
and do so quickly.  
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We all have a number of challenges       
/ problems . . . so what is our biggest          
challenge / problem? Or what is the       
one challenge we want to focus on       
moving toward a solution from     
attending the Mastermind Seminar    
event?  
 
Go ahead . . . write down       
every challenge / problem    
you can think of. We can work       
together to figure how to top grade       
the best one. 
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Now . . . take a look at all the          
challenges / problems and group     
them together in one way or      
another. You’ll probably find that all      
your problems can be grouped into      
five to seven major categories.     
Some examples may be:  
Family, Financial, Time, Career,    
Emotional, Spiritual and Physical to     
name a few.  
 
 
What are the major categories my problems can be broken into: 
    1.  
    2.  
    3.  
    4.  
    5.  
 
Next Step . . . How might I think about my challenges / problems now?               
Maybe we think it’s someone else’s fault, it’s just bad luck, everyone is             
against me, etc.  
 
 
 
What is another way to think about my challenges / problems?  If            
we’re not sure how to think in a different way . . . ask someone else                
around us. If still not sure . . . it’s alright, you’ll learn how to do this at                  
the event.  :-)  
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To solve any problem, there is a three        
step process called “The 3 Steps To       
Anything.” When we learn to Think      
Differently about a challenge /     
problem, it opens our minds to the       
discovery of finding solutions in     
places we’ve never thought to look. 
 
So . . . what do you think thus far?          
Have you ever been to a seminar or a         
workshop which prepared you so     
well, prior to you even attending? 
 
You see . . . most events will seek to sell you something at the back of the                  
room . . . Mastermind Seminars . . . will not. Life Masteries Institute and               
Legacy Partners are non-profit organizations focused on helping        
businesses and community based organizations partner together for the         
mutual benefit of everyone.  
 
Take a minute to look back on your biggest challenge / problem you wrote              
down and answer the following simple questions. 
 
1. How long have I had that challenge / problem?  _____________ 
 
2. What would my life really be like if I were to solve that problem? 
 
 
 
3. Do I want to be helped or do I want to be healed?  
    Do I know the difference?  
 
 
4. Do I really . . . no, we  really mean  really, want to solve my problem? 
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The reason we ask this question is because the sad truth is that most              
people, it seems . . . really do not want to solve their biggest challenge /                
problem.  
 
Think about it . . .  
 

“What benefits do you personally gain from       
having the problem / challenge in your life?”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
If you aren’t able to come up with any benefits you gain from your              
challenges / problems . . . well . . . that’s good news! Why? Well, we                
promised that by attending Mastermind Seminars that you would learn to           
Think Differently and to do so Quickly.    :-)  
 
When we understand, at a deep level, as Albert Einstein shared . . .  
“You can never solve a problem on the level which it was created.” . . . that                 
we have created our own challenges / problems . . . we are very close to                
learning how to “Think Differently” and to do so QUICKLY!  
 
If you’re stuck . . . talk to the individual who invited you to the Mastermind                
Seminar event and/or talk to others around you and share what you have             
shared above to see if they have any additional insights.  
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This is where it gets a bit . . . well . . . let’s say confusing . . . or maybe                      
complicated. See the first four steps of the 7 Steps To Success make             
sense to most anyone . . . but . . . well . . . how do we put this nicely . . .                        
“The first 4 steps” won’t work. 

 
At least . . . it won’t work if we want be healed, rather than being helped.                 
What’s the difference, you may be asking? Let’s put it this way, does a              
pharmaceutical company want to heal you, or help you? Does the           
government want to help you or heal you? Really . . . when you think about                
it . . . maybe most anything BIG . . . may not want you to be healed . . .                     
because there is a lot more money to be made in helping people rather              
than healing people.  
 
Now . . . when we say the above, it’s easy to misunderstand what is really                
being shared. Is it fair to say that what was shared above makes a whole               
lot of sense . . . but maybe, no one’s ever shared this with you in the past?                  
Why not? We’re guessing it’s because most everyone in the world, “Yes,            
even good people and good organizations.” :-) are very much focused on            
earning money. We earn the most money, in the shortest amount of time,             
with the least effort by helping people not by healing people.  
 
Healing people . . . healing ourselves . . . at a very deep / core level                 
requires so much work, so much heart, so much effort, so much risk . . .                
and it would seem, so little financial return, why would anyone do this? 
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Did we say . . . you’ll learn to Think Differently . . . and do so quickly? :-)                   
How are we doing thus far?  :-)  Kind of mind blowing isn’t it? 
 
One gentleman, at the Cincinnati, Ohio Mastermind Seminar event shared  
. . . “I kept expecting . . . waiting . . . for someone to sell me something. I                    
waited all the way to the end . . . and nothing was sold. Wow, that really felt                  
good.”  
 
This happens all the time and actually it’s kind of sad when you think about               
it. This gentleman was distracted or maybe just didn’t have the focus he             
could have which would have solved his biggest challenge / problem if he             
had not been “looking for the sale.” What’s interesting is that people who             
are most fearful of being sold      
something . . . think that      
others are “just interested in     
getting their money”. Those    
are often the individuals who     
have their own heart in that      
place themselves. People   
tend to project on others,     
what’s in their own hearts.  
 
Alan Stein, President of    
www.TanglewoodConservatories.com 
shared this after attending his     
second Mastermind Seminar   
event.  
 
Yes . . . we do help attendees        
/ members build their very     
own BOS ~ Business    
Operating System . . . AND      
Yes . . . that will help people        
to earn more money while     
working less . . .  
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But . . . that’s not really what it’s all about. What it’s really all about is                 
helping people to learn how to discover their Life Vision and then live it              
each and every day. 
 
With that being said, we also understand that if we’re working a ton of              
hours and have families and a lot of other responsibilities that . . . well . . .                  
we have no time or energy leftover to pursue the discovery of our life vision               
much less . . . live it each and every day. 
 
If you would like to discover your life vision, the reason you were put on this                
planet, time block a little time each day and go to the following website and               
you will be walked through a simple, easy, step by step, process to discover              
your life vision. Once you discover your life vision, Mastermind Seminars           
and Legacy Partners will assist you in living your life vision each and every              
day.    www.dnaforlife-laws.com/life-vision 
 
Now . . . let’s get back to the 7 Steps To Success!  :-)  
 

 
So . . . what’s the real solution, the deep solution, the            
solution which will heal us rather than just help us?  
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The NEXT Dimension Principle 
“Think Differently ~ Quickly!”  

http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_13 
 
The solution, as   
you may have   
guessed is . . .     
Learning To  
Think Differently.  
We call this The    
NEXT Dimension  
Principle.  
 
To solve our   
challenges /  
problems, we  
need to learn to    
think differently.  
 
Mark Boersma,  
one of the   
original founders  
of Mastermind  
Seminars, in  
2009 learned to Think Differently about time and within three months of            
doing that he gained an extra 20 hours of free time a week. After a few                
years of this, he learned to Think Differently again and now is taking one              
week off every month. Yes . . . that’s three months off a year. How does                
someone gain an extra 20 hours of free time a week AND take off one               
week every month . . . just by learning to Think Differently? 
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That’s what Mastermind Seminars is all about. It’s about us all coming            
together to learn to Think Differently together.  
 
How valuable would it be to you to gain an extra 20            
hours of free time a week and take off one week a            
month? What would that do to the quality of life for           
you, your family and loved ones?  
 
Watch this 1 minute MVP video and then share it          
with others. 
   >  www.youtube.com/watch?v=U6TGyjFDNu0 
 

 
 

Write down . . . “If I had an additional 20 hours of free time a week and                  
took off 1 week a month . . . what would my life be like?”  
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Tom Kunz, another one of the original founders of Mastermind Seminars           
and past President of the largest real estate franchise in the world . . .               
shared the “Golf Pro” principle. It’s a short story which will help us to learn               
to Think Differently about systems.  
   >  http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_53 
 
Tom also shared . . . “Trust the integrity of the system.” Most people have               
never thought deeply about systems having integrity. What’s interesting is          
that systems have far more integrity than most people do. We often are             
seeking a quick fix to a challenge / problem that has taken years / decades               
to create. Yes, learning to be disciplined in Thinking Differently can solve            
problems quickly . . . but keeping them solved . . . is a lifetime pursuit.  
 
As we learned in the “Golf Pro” principle, we often invest a lot of time,               
money and effort into a seminar, workshop, coaching, tools, people and           
systems . . . and they don’t work. We as human beings tend to like to                
blame someone or something else for our own failure . . . and never look               
into ourselves and don’t realize . . . we fail . . . we have challenges /                 
problems due to our own lack of integrity. As the golf pro said to Tom,               
“Good news, it’s not the clubs that are the problem.”  
 
Another favorite of many is “The Grandpa Chappell” principle. When you           
attend the Mastermind Seminar event, do yourself a favor, and invest a little             
into purchasing a hard bound journal. As Tom’s grandfather said to him as             
a teenage boy . . .  “Tom, what I have to say to you now, probably won’t                 
mean a lot to you now, but trust me and write down what I share, as it will                  
have a great deal of meaning / help to you in the future.”  
>  http://dnaforlife-laws.com/career-success/#et_pb_accordion_item_50 
 
Mastermind Seminars will help us to learn to Think Differently about so            
many things and as we learn to Think Differently ~ Quickly, we will start to               
see, at the core level, what is holding us back. Once we SEE things              
differently, we’ll THINK differently and when we SEE & THINK differently           
we’ll quickly DO things in a very different way. 
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Panel #5 in The 4 Fold      
gives us the 12 topics     
which are available   
through Mastermind  
Seminars.  
 
We start out in a location      
with Topic #1. The Value     
of Installing Systems.   
Each of the following    
topics build based on deep     
understanding and  
passion for Topic #1.  
 
Topic #12. Achieving Our    
Life Vision is really what     
it’s all about. The    
Thursday evening, Friday   
throughout the day, the    
breakout, and bonus   
sessions on Saturday help    
us to connect every    
system we develop back    
into our Life Vision. 
 
Which of the 12 Topics do you need help with right now? 
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Panel #6 helps us to be very       
clear as to what our biggest      
challenge / problem is and     
then what one specific action is      
that we need to take to start to        
solve that challenge / problem     
as a result of learning how to       
think differently throughout the    
entire event and beyond. 
 
At the event, we will form what       
are called Buddy Circles. One     
of the biggest reasons there is      
weak follow through from most     
events or we get out of an       
event something that will “help”     
us vs. “heal” us, is because      
there isn’t an intentional    
system in place for rock solid      
follow through. With   
Mastermind Seminars there is    
a rock solid system. 
 
NOTES / Thoughts . . . 
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Wow . . . how are you doing? Are you overwhelmed yet? If you are . . .                  
that’s alright as it’s a good place to be. :-) As we’ll learn in the DNA  for                 
PEOPLE, each personality type / frequency has a very specific perspective           
about time. 

When we master DNA  for PEOPLE we start to deeply understand           
ourselves and others. Many people who attend events are wavy lines           
(Expressive) frequency, get excited, motivated and have a million ideas but           
then often will not follow through. 
 
When we tap into our pyramid (Driver) frequency, we are able to better see              
our future and what actions we need to take today to achieve our goals.  
 

Think 12 months Into The Future . . . 
What do you see, hear and feel for any area of your life? 
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Congratulations . . .    
you’ve made it   
through the front side    
of the 4 fold! :-)     
Pretty crazy . . . right      
. . . how much is      
packed on one side!  
 
 
 

Actually . . . you’re in      
for an even greater    
surprise as the back    
side of the 4 fold,     
there’s even more . . .      
much more. 
 
 
 
Before we go there though . . .        
let’s swing back to the 7 Steps To        
Success. The first 4 steps . . . pretty         
much make sense to most everyone . . . it’s the last 3 steps which trip                
people up. Have you completed the first 4 steps? If we “Trust The Integrity              
Of The System” . . . if we don’t follow the system . . . then please do not                   
blame the system when we don’t get the desired results. That will not             
serve us well. 
 

❏ ~ Step 1: Examination 
❏ ~ Step 2: Strategy Session 
❏ ~ Step 3: Solution 
❏ ~ Step 4: Commit 

 

Questions . . . need help . . . call the individual who invited you to                
attend this event or call 630.393.9909.  
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As we mentioned previously . . . do we want to be helped . . . or do we                   
want to be healed? Do we want a quick, easy fix which we’ll pay for               
financially in the hopes that when we invest a little or a lot of money that                
others will fix us at the CORE rather than us fixing ourselves at the core?  
 
Mastermind Seminars is NOT a quick fix and will not magically solve all             
your problems or even your biggest challenge / problem. Mastermind          
Seminars, if you want it to and if you’re willing to invest the hard work WILL                
help YOU learn how to solve your own challenges / problems.  
 
 

 
The second half of the event is about learning how to LEVERAGE the 7              
T’s, yours and others to everyone’s mutual advantage.  
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This is where things get a bit tricky and complex. See . . . we as human                 
beings like to Think, See and then DO or maybe See, Think and then DO               
. . . but we DO NOT . . . want to DO, THINK and then SEE. 
 
This requires us to trust someone other than ourselves and we do not like              
to do that.  
 
Do you think you understand Albert      
Einstein’s quote?  
 
If you answered “Yes” . . . well . . . maybe            
you do or maybe you just understand it        
more on a surface level?  
 
If we understand it at a deep core level . . . AND . . . we understand                  
Dimensional Thinking at a deep core level, we realize that we actually will             
not understand the true, the deep core solution . . . even if it was staring us                 
right in the face.  
 
This is why Mastermind Seminars will not sell anything at the back of the              
room. We know that when people attend an event, they will hear amazing             
success stories, will catch the energy in the room, will tend to almost             
become seduced . . . almost put in a hypnotic state . . . one that is very                  
susceptible to believing that there is a quick and easy solution which will             
solve our problems rather than a solution which will change the way we             
think.  This is much harder to do. 
 
To ensure that we understand this please restate this in your           
own words below.  What are we really trying to say? 
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Now . . . we’re not saying . . . “You won’t ever             
understand the solution, the DO, the action.”       
What we are saying is that it’s very important not          
to get drawn into something that “feels good”        
where everything is going to be magically fixed        
overnight, without a lot of hard work on your part. 
 
Don’t get discouraged if it takes longer than you         
think to solve your challenges / problems at a         
CORE level. We didn’t get where we want        
overnight and we’ll probably not change our       
situation in life overnight. 
 

It takes hard work and it takes time and discipline to build the systems you               
need to fulfill your life vision, the reason you were put on this planet. There               
are sacrifices which we all need to make if we are to fulfill our life vision.                
The larger our life vision is . . . the more sacrifices we will need to make. 
 

Preparation and Follow Up is the key to helping us follow through with the              
many ideas we will hear. Yes . . . at Mastermind Seminars we will get               
motivated and inspired . . . but as soon as we are at that level, we’ll tend to                  
revert back to our normal lives and won’t follow through. We may DO for a               
short period of time . . . but if we don’t DO for long enough, we’ll revert back                  
to our “old selves” and / or maybe even worse?  
 

It’s similar to a doctor prescribing 20 penicillin pills, 2 a day, to take over 10                
days to overcome an illness. The doctor is very clear that we must take all               
20 of them, 2 a day for 10 days. The doctor will say not to take 10 and then                   
stop because we feel better, but all 20 of them. The doctor didn’t say to               
take them over 30 days. The doctor was very specific and if we do not               
listen carefully and follow directions, that won’t go well for us. If we do              
anything less than 100% of what the doctor orders, we could be in worse              
shape following some of his/her advice than none of it. It would not make              
sense to blame the doctor or the medicine if we don’t do 100% of what they                
directed us to do. It’s not the doctor, the medicine, the system . . . it’s us                 
not paying attention or not doing what we were directed to do. 
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Seminars, workshops and events are often like this. We apply some part of             
what we learn for some period of time and then we stop . . . and often end                  
up in a worse situation or the same place we’ve been stuck for a long time.  
 
Mastermind Seminars is very different than any other event we’ve ever           
attended. We must follow the system, in order to see the full benefit of the               
system.  
 
The other challenges with workshops, seminars, events, and/or really any          
learning we do is that we gain more “head knowledge” which often feed the              
ego . . . makes us feel good and smart . . . doesn’t really change our lives                  
or the lives of those around us.  
 
The DO is the key, it's the magical ingredient to helping us to learn to               
THINK Differently and that gives us the ability to become a SEER. A SEER              
has a special gift, art, or discipline in learning to SEE things in the PAST ~                
PRESENT and FUTURE that others are not able to see.  
 
See . . . when we LEARN to have the DISCIPLINE           
to DO when we do not SEE, or we do not THINK            
we understand . . . even when we “fail” we don’t           
actually fail, we actually still THINK differently and        
then SEE things we never saw before.  

 
 
 
 
In a way . . . this is a most challenging concept or             
way of thinking for human beings to understand.        
In a way . . . it makes all the sense in the world, in               
a way, it makes no sense. As young children we          
get this concept very clearly . . . but as adults . . .              
each day / year we get older, we seem to get           
further away from this. 
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Hmmm . . . SO . . . “What are you thinking now” Yes              
please, write this down and share your thoughts with         
others you are connected with from The Mastermind        
Seminar event. 
 

NOTE: If you are not familiar with The Buddy System then please talk with              
the individual who invited you and/or to the individual who completed your            
30 Minute Strategy Session with you about this. Preparation for the event            
and then strong follow through is critical if we want this event to change our               
lives and the lives of those around us forever.  
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So . . . are you already discovering . . . seeing before your very own eyes,                 
how the Mastermind Event is different than anything you’ve ever          
experienced in your life?  
 
Our question is . . . “How much of a change do you want to see the event                  
make in your life forever?”  
 
Do you want just one problem solved? One area of your life changed? Or,              
every area of your life changed forever? It’s actually not the event that will              
change your life forever, IT’S YOU!  How hard are you willing to work?  
 
There is a most interesting white paper Wii-FM (What’s In It For Me) which              
would be a great white paper to read. It’s the concept of learning how to be                
selfish in a selfless way.  
   >  http://dnaforlife-laws.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/White-Paper-Wii-FM-What-is-in-it-for-me-Google-Docs1.pdf 

 
The Wii-FM is actually part of another system to help individuals connect            
with 11 other people to form Success Circle of 12 Mastermind Groups. We             
know that we’re throwing a lot at you . . . so do what you are able to do, do                    
the best you can and we’ll assist you to get up to speed in no time. 
 

Review back to what you would like       
to accomplish as a result of      
attending the life changing    
Mastermind Seminar event. The    
more we want to accomplish . . .        
the more we have to invest. Don’t       
be afraid of setting your sights on       
the stars. Don’t be fearful of      
setting unrealistic goals.  
 

There are 1,440 minutes in every day and there are ____ days until the              
event. Review over what your dreams and goals are for attending the            
event and then, based on your goals, determine how many minutes a day,             
you will invest into preparing yourself for the event.  
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Of the 1,440 minutes I have,  I will COMMIT to invest ____ minutes every              
day until the event, to achieve my dreams and goals as a result of              
attending the event.  
 
Now, that you’ve committed to invest ____ minutes every day until the            
event what will you do with that time? Well . . . some part of that time will                  
be invested into working on this workbook to prepare your mind and the             
way you think, to be influenced greatly from attending.  
 
Additional time could be invested into reading the Phase 1, five white            
papers and one ebook to become a most amazing and valuable profitable            
partner.  ~  www.DNAforLife-Laws.com/cool-free-stuff/success/system/member 
 
There are also   
videos which can   
be viewed and   
shared with  
people around  
us. 
 
Another great  
use of our time is     
to share with   
others what we   
are learning. 
 
Yet another great   
use of our time is     
to ask everyone   
we know, both   
personally and professionally this question: “With all that you’ve got going           
on, what is the biggest challenge you are facing in any area of your life?”               
When we start to focus on others, rather than ourselves, in a very             
intentional way and ask people their biggest challenges, we will start to            
Think Differently.  
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So . . . let’s apply what we just learned . . . and write down something that                  
you should stop thinking about or doing (like spending too much time on             
Social Media, watching television, etc), stop trying to see or understand           
and instead you should just DO . . . just jump in and take action on? 
 
Write this down and then share with your two other people you’ve been             
connected with to be Buddies for the Mastermind Seminars event. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Now . . . you are applying, taking action on something you learned. It could               
be big or it could be small, it doesn’t matter actually. What you DO or take                
action on could “work” or may not “work” which is alright as well. In truth,               
we actually don’t know what really works until we DO or take action on it               
anyway. What’s amazing is that even if something we DO, doesn’t work            
. . . with our new way of thinking . . . it will work, because we will have                   
learned something, we will Think Differently, we will SEE things we haven’t            
seen before. We will have learned, like a small child, that there is a great               
deal of success . . . even in “failure.”  :-)  
 
Hmmm . . . are you getting more excited each and every day for the big, life                 
changing Mastermind Seminar event? Check with your HOST or the          
leader of the Buddy System to see if there are still openings and identify              
five people that you would like to invite. 
 

    1. _____________________    4. _____________________ 
 

    2. _____________________    5. _____________________ 
 

    3. _____________________  
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Now that we’ve worked hard on our mind, on learning to think differently             
let’s dive into the back side of the 4 fold and the second half of the event. 
 
We can think of our     BOS ~ Business Operating Systems     
kind of like a pipeline     of success where there are different      
pipes. The first half    of the event is working on helping us        
to find / SEE the     leaks in the pipe and the second half        
of the event is    expanding the size of the pipes in       
our pipeline.  
 
It doesn’t do us any     good to add to the size of our        
pipeline if we aren’t first plugging the leaks we have in our current pipes . . .                 
i.e. the way we think in many ways.  
 
One very powerful exclusive network which all are invited to join is The             
LEVERAGE Project . . .  
 

LEVERAGE . . .  
“The Magical Arts of POSITIVE Motivation & Manipulation” 

 
To join this project, one needs to complete a  short online survey . If we              
want to earn a lot more money, work less, have less stress and have a far                
more balanced life . . . in order to have the time, energy and resources to                
live our life vision each and every day . . . we need to master the science                 
and the art of LEVERAGE.  
 

www.dnaforlife-laws.com/cool-free-stuff/leverage 
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Let’s jump into the back side of the 4 Fold.  
 

The backside of the 4 fold, starts with panel #7          
which is the definition of BOS ~ Business Operating         
System.  
 

Whatever it is that we want to achieve in the future,           
we will need either time and/or money to achieve         
that. Mastermind Seminars is all about helping us        
figure out the best way to build our own BOS ~           
Business Operating System. The engine we need       
to have the money, time and networks / friends to          
live our life vision each and every day. 
 

Imagine . . .  you are sitting in the         
chair, at the Mastermind Seminar     
event, and you are seeing the things       
you need to see, hearing the things       
you need to hear and experiencing the       
things you need to experience to      
achieve the future you.  
 

My WOW income goal for the next 12        
months is $____________. I will also      
expect my BOS to get my hours down from what I currently work, ______              
hours worked a week to where I will learn how to Think Differently and build               
my BOS to where I will be working ______ hours a week in the future. 
 

To do this I know I will need to work hard. I need to continue to do the                  
things I have been doing to continue to generate the income I’ve been             
earning up to this point . . . AND . . . I need to invest the time, money,                   
energy and resources to build my BOS.  
 

If you’ve completed the previous pages, you’re all set to attend Mastermind            
Seminars and this one event will change your life forever. If you would like              
to be even more prepared, then keep going in your workbook as there is a               
lot more that you can learn prior to the event.  :-) 
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There are three elements to     
developing our very own BOS ~      
Business Operating System, shown    
in panel #8.  
 
In your journey to build your own       
customized BOS ~ Business    
Operating System, you will become     
overwhelmed at times. Always    
come back to these three elements      
to make it simple. Yes, it’s most       
simple . . . and Yes, it’s very complex         
as well.  
 
How can something be both simple and complex all at the same time? It’s              
Dimensional Thinking / Living. Things are simple when we understand          
them and complex until we do. To jump to new dimensions of success, we              
need to learn to work both harder and smarter. 
 

Short Powerful Video ~  www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
 

Manage Up/Out . . . Email this to others who are attending Mastermind             
Seminars with you and/or even those who are not. Include the url so you              
can assist others to see greater success in every area of their life. 
 
1. What did I learn? 
 
 
2. What action will I take from what I learned? 
 
 
3. What do I need to learn next? 
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Within each of the three major areas       
of BOS, there are 4 specific      
personality  TYPES for DNA  for     
PEOPLE ~ Personality Masteries, 5     
specific  AREAS within DNA  for     
BUSINESS ~ The 5/30 Grid and 3       
specific  ENERGIES within DNA  for     
LIFE ~ Natural Laws.  
 

Often people, will allow themselves to      
become overwhelmed in a negative     
way. If you ever find yourself      
becoming overwhelmed in a negative way . . . just remember . . . it’s not                
really that complicated from a BIG Picture perspective. There are three           
major areas of focus and then sub areas of  4 TYPES,  5 AREAS and  3               
ENERGIES . 
 

Now . . . as we go deeper into BOS, there are many layers and within each                 
layer, things get more complex. As we want to earn more income and work              
less . . . at times, we’ll need to simplify things and at other times we’ll need                 
to increase the complexity of what we do.  
 

What’s challenging about business consultants and coaches is that there          
seems to be a tendency for many to complicate things which are very             
simple and simplify things which are complex.  
 

Watch this short video a second time. Did you see anything the second             
time that you did not the first? Learning how to be a great student is critical                
to our success in building our BOS ~ Business Operating System.  
 

This is not a quick fix. It is not get rich quick thinking. It’s something that                
takes a lot of hard work to achieve. Getting into the right mastermind             
group, meeting weekly through  www.MyCoffeeConnection.org , the right       
consulting firm to engineer your BOS and the right coach / mentoring team             
to help you will assist you in getting more, faster and with a lot less effort.  
 

Short Powerful Video ~  www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
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Segment 1: Speed Networking / Mastermind  
 
Now . . . this is where things get exciting! This part of             
the workbook going forward can be worked on        
before, during and after the event for maximum        
effectiveness.  
 
The Segment 1: Speed Network / Mastermind is        
designed to help us learn how to network /         
mastermind in a more effective manner. If you want         
your mind to be blown, have others you know who may attend or may not               
attend to complete The Action Card, and bring that information along with            
you. If you have someone who has been certified in The DNA  for PEOPLE              
~ Personality Masteries, they will blow your mind on what they know about             
people based on a minimum amount of information. 
   >  http://theactioncard.org/action-card/ 
   >  http://theactioncard.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/11/The-Action-Card-Business.pdf 
 

NOTES / Thoughts . . .  
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Segment 1: Speed Networking / Mastermind  
 
Learning . . . without taking action = Ego 
 
If we don’t take action on what we learn and/or who           
we meet, it may make us feel smart, but it’s surface /            
temporal knowledge, not deep knowledge / wisdom.       
Important to complete this BEFORE you leave the        
event!  If we don’t do this . . . we probably never will. 
 

Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Segment 2: WINS & Biggest Challenges 
 
Pay very close attention here. Things will move very         
quickly and if we’re not attentive, we’ll miss some golden          
nuggets. Who shared their WINS? Should I be intentional         
and seek to talk with them? How did they get their WINS            
and what did I learn . . . and what will I do with that? 
 

Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Segment 3: DNA  for  PEOPLE ~  
                     Personality Masteries 
 
This is a favorite segment for those who participate as it helps            
us to understand ourselves and those around us in powerful          
new ways. Learning to think as different personalities think,         
will change every aspect of our lives.  
   >  http://dnaforsuccess.com/video-trailer-library/puzzle 
 

NOTES / Thoughts . . .  
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Segment 3: DNA  for  PEOPLE ~  continued  
                     Personality Masteries 
 
Obviously in 10 minutes, we only touch on this topic in the            
slightest way. Many Mastermind Seminar attendees have       
taken the 12 hour online course through Life Masteries         
Institute and Legacy Partners.  www.PersonalityMasteries.com/lvl1-cert 

 

Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Segment 4: DNA  for  BUSINESS ~  
                     The 5/30 Grid 
 
Tom Kunz, the first time he saw The 5/30 Grid . . . he was               
stunned. He shared . . .  “This is the Holy Grail for business.             
It will work with a child and a lemonade stand and will            
work for a multi-billion dollar, worldwide business.”   
 
As with every amazing thing in life . . . the more we know . . .                 
the more we know we don’t know. If you aren’t blown away as Tom was,               
with awe and inspiration when you first see The 5/30 Grid . . . you will be                 
. . . in the near future. 

www.DNAforSuccess.com/video-trailer-library/success-through-systems 
 

NOTES / Thoughts . . .  
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Which of the 5 Areas are you       
weakest in? There are 5 pipes in       
The 5/30 Grid and we are only as        
strong / profitable as our smallest      
/ weakest pipe in the pipeline. 
 
This is fairly easy to understand      
from a conceptual perspective,    
but from a practical perspective of      
fixing the leaky pipe / increasing      
the size of the smallest pipe, that       
requires specialized skills in    
engineering a BOS.  
 
You will not find this     
being taught in any    
business college, in any    
seminar or workshop.  
 
This is very specialized    
knowledge which has   
taken decades to   
discover, fine tune and    
perfect.  
 
Some of the speakers    
who volunteer to share    
their wisdom and   
experience have almost   
four decades of experience and have personally invested millions of dollars           
into self training / learning, developing tools, systems and networks which           
have assisted them to LEVERAGE The 5/30 Grid to empower them to have             
an abundance of free time and systems to live their life vision daily. 
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As we develop The 5/30 Grid we also need to develop Leadership and             
Profitable Partnership systems which LEVERAGE The 5/30 Grid in almost          
a magical fashion.  

 
As you are rapidly becoming very much aware of, we’re not going to master              
everything in one Mastermind Seminar event. :-) This is why there are            
weekly mastermind conference calls and weekly      
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org  groups which assist in follow through.  
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Segment 4: DNA  for  BUSINESS ~  continued  
                     The 5/30 Grid 
 
The answer is “Yes” if you are asking if within The 5/30 Grid             
there are many systems. Each of the 5 areas need systems           
and as we grow our business we actually will need systems           
for many if not all the 30 boxes. “No” this is not fast or easy               
to do. It takes time, hard work and a very clear life vision to              
provide the willpower to build these systems. 
>  www.DNAforBUSINESS.com    //   www.DNAforTeams.com  

Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Segment 5: DNA  for  LIFE ~  
                     Natural Laws 
 
Of the three DNA’s, Natural Laws are the hardest to          
teach and to learn. There are over 500 Natural Laws          
which could apply to any given situation. When we         
combine a number of Natural Laws together they become         
even more powerful and we call them super natural laws.  
   >  www.DNAforLife-Laws.com 
 

NOTES / Thoughts . . .  
The “Cluster Principle” is just one of       
the 50 natural laws. It states . . . “If          
someone is buying or selling     
something it is likely they will know       
between 3 and 9 other people who       
will make the same decision over      
the next 6 to 12 months.” Imagine .        
. . if everyone of your prospects       
and clients referred that many     
people to you! With the other two       
DNA’s we can build systems to help       
mine those amazing opportunities    
for us and our business partners. 
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Segment 5: DNA  for  LIFE ~  
                     Natural Laws 
 
Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Segment 6: Q&A ~ Question & Answer 
 
Pay very close attention in this segment as the questions          
and answers will come very quickly. Take great notes and          
note the names / faces of those who are asking and           
answering the questions as you may want to talk with them           
in a break out session, or at a break. 
 

Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Segment 7: Great Things Next Month 
 
So . . . was the event everything you expected . . . AND              
MORE? If you had more questions now than at the          
beginning of the event, that’s good news! Are you         
overwhelmed? Good! That will motivate you get       
connected into a current weekly mastermind group and/or        
to start your own. 
 

Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Discussion Groups . . . 
 

~ 12:00 pm  ~ Lunch & Discussion Groups 
~ 1:00 pm   ~ Discussion Groups ~  With Speakers & Thought Leaders 

 
So . . . let’s Top Grade all our thoughts and find the best thought to be                 
intentional to share over lunch and in afternoon discussion groups. What is            
a Top Graded Best Thought? 
 
Defined . . . “Top Graded Best Thought” 
“Go through all our thoughts and determine which thought will give you            
back the most time, energy and money as a result of strong            
implementation.” NOTE: For the analytic frequency, it’s probably not the          
most detailed thought. Look BIG Picture. For the driver frequency, it’s           
probably having something to do with DNA  for PEOPLE. For the           
expressive frequency, it very well may be boring in the short term. For the              
amiable frequency, it’s most likely The 5/30 Grid / tasks that are needed. 
 

Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Dinner . . . 

 
~   6:00 pm  ~ Dinner with Speakers & New Found Friends 

 
Learning to be intentional will help us to gain more of everything we do. If               
we’re not the intentional type of person . . . we obviously don’t have to be                
intentional of course . . . but . . . how is that working out for us? In a way                    
it’s working probably pretty good, or we think it is at least, but to jump to                
The NEXT Dimension, we’ll need to learn to Think Differently. 
 
Who do I want to meet? What do I want to accomplish? Whoever I meet,               
what questions / topics will we talk about which will bring us mutual benefit? 
 

Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Coffee Connection 
 

Saturday  
~   7:00 am  ~ Coffee Connection ~  www.MyCoffeeConnection.org  

We’ll lock in on top graded best thoughts, action steps, to           
insure that we follow through with those things we need to           
to achieve our goals for attending the event. Additionally,         
we’ll solidify any profitable partnerships that were a result of          
attending the event. 

 

We have talked about follow through being the key to our success and             
Coffee Connections is a very powerful tool to accomplish this. Give it a try              
and see what magical things happen when we get together with other like             
minded, intentional individuals who are all passionate about developing a          
BOS / systems which change our lives and our business. All we need is              
one other person to start a local Coffee Connection.  
 

Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
 

Day & Time Of The Week We Will Meet: _______________  ___:___ 
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Bonus Sessions 

 

~   9:00 am  ~ Bonus Sessions 
 

Everyone who attends Mastermind Seminars have shared       
how they didn’t realize how much there was and they wish           
they had more time.  Top Grade Topics . . . 
 

❏ What is your life vision? 
❏ How do you live that vision each and every day? 
❏ How are your personal relationships and what actions can be          

taken, from what has been learned to create Relationship For          
Life with those closest to us? 

❏ Was there a specific speaker / participant and/or group of          
people you wanted to connect with and go deeper on a topic,            
challenge / problem, interest, project?  

❏ Do you need input on children, friends, or relationships? 
❏ DNA  for PEOPLE . . . How do we best apply what was learned              

as it relates to every area of our life. 
❏ DNA  for BUSINESS . . . What thoughts / actions are needed            

to be taken for Leadership ~ Area 1: Marketing ~ Area 2:            
Pre-Sales ~ Area 3: The Sale ~ Area 4: Servicing ~ Area 5:             
Client For Life and Profitable Partnerships. 

❏ DNA  for LIFE . . . What Natural Laws are we very intentionally             
applying to really achieve our Life Vision? 

 
If we invest our money properly . . . we’ll get more money. If we invest our                 
time properly, we’ll get more time. 
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General Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
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General Notes & Actions I Will Take . . .  
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Possible  NEXT  Steps . . .  
 
Talk with your mentor who completed your 30 minute Strategy Session, the            
Host for your event and/or others who have experience in engineering a            
BOS ~ Business Operating System.  
 
The following websites / resources will assist you to find the best solution             
and follow through in the strongest possible way. 
 
www.DNAforSuccess.com 
www.DNAforSuccess.com/implementation/one-on-one 
www.DNAforSuccess.com/implementation/e-vas 
www.Mastermind-Seminars.org 
www.MyCoffeeConnection.org 
www.DNAforPEOPLE.com 
www.DNAforBUSINESS.com 
www.DNAforLIFE-Laws.com 
www.TheActionCard.org 
www.TheMVPnetwork.org 
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Post Event Follow Through . . .  
 

OK . . . Wow . . . that was a lot . . . RIGHT?  
 

Actually . . . truth be told . . . what we’ve learned thus far is the easy part.                   
The hard part is taking action on everything we’ve learned. To achieve the             
success, we desire, in every area of our life . . . it seems . . . that we must                    
do things that we don’t like doing, aren’t good at and often do not seem to                
work. 
 

“To do daily what we LOVE to do . . . it seems . . .                
that we have to be disciplined daily to do things we           
do not enjoy doing.”  
 

I WILL commit to invest ______ minutes a week out of the 10,080             
minutes we all each week to follow up / follow through on what I’ve learned,               
what I said I would do, follow through with my new found friends and              
partners and to live my life vision each and every day! 
 

When we understand that 99% of our success from this event comes in the              
follow through. Knowing that much of that follow through may not be fun             
and likely we won’t see immediate results. Also realizing that we won’t be             
motivated to do what is required to see a Dimensional jump, that is when              
we are closest to success.  
 

It requires us to Think Differently. Thinking Differently is a journey, not a             
destination. To do this, we must LEARN & DO the things every day to              
produce the results we desire. It’s pretty SIMPLE actually . . . but NOT              
EASY!  
 

What’s the secret to success? It’s a system, a process, a way of thinking              
that is very simply put . . . it requires HARD WORK. Many if not most                
people who attend seminars / workshops, events . . . could be considered             
seminar junkies . . . going from one event to another. Reading books,             
listening to motivational tapes, looking for the next thing that motivates and            
inspires them . . . rather than just do the work that is required for the                
success. 
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You have probably noticed that every thought, every word, every process in            
this workbook has been put there for a reason. This workbook, when            
followed WILL HELP YOU TO MAKE DIMENSIONAL JUMPS . . . if you             
follow it precisely. If you do not follow the instructions precisely . . . don’t               
blame the system (the golf clubs) :-), it’s not the system, it’s not the event,               
just being very direct . . . it’s OURSELVES as to why we don’t succeed. 
 
With your buddies, with your new partners commit to follow through at least             
once a week for the next year to implement the most important aspects of              
Mastermind Seminars . . . this workbook . . . together.  
 
Remember . . . together we can accomplish so much more, than we ever              
could on our own . . . IF . . . all the links in the chain are equally strong. Do                     
not be the weak link!  
 
NOTE: Often people add a lot of drama to their lives. Interesting how             
people want a lot more out of life . . . but seems to not be willing to do the                    
very hard work of thinking differently. Please don’t be the person who            
makes this more complex than it needs to be. The following makes it oh so               
very simple . . . if someone . . . really truly wants what they say they want,                  
AND is willing to do the hard mental work of THINKING DIFFERENTLY!  
 

Steps To Success In Post Event Follow Through 
 

❏ 1. Complete 30 Minute Strategy Session 
❏ 2. Determine best solution, commit AND then follow through 
❏ 3. Meet weekly with a mastermind / Coffee Connection group 
❏ 4. Think Differently Daily . . . 

❏ A. Phase 1: Wii-FM ~ C&C ~ D&D ~ C/CSV ~ BSITWIE 
❏ B. Phase 2: Think Differently ~ Trust ~ P-SK ~ BCto$ ~ Jvs.C 

 
Do the above four simple steps each and every week, and the Mastermind             
Seminars event, you have just attended will be like no other event you have              
ever attended . . . it will have awakened you . . . and keep you awake. You                  
will discover your life vision and live it each and every day.  
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Questions . . .  
 

Call the individual who invited you to 
attend Mastermind Seminars or 
888.230.2300 or 630.393.9909.  

 
 
 

www.Mastermind-Seminars.org  
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